Nord Stream 2 Poses a Long-Term National Security Challenge for the US and Its Allies
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Russian President Vladimir Putin is pressuring Ukraine and the West on multiple fronts. He has set conditions to
conduct military operations against Ukraine on a large scale. He is exploiting Russia’s leverage on Europe’s energy
supplies and enabling Belarusian escalation against Poland, a NATO country. These efforts are parts of a
deliberate campaign supporting specific demands Putin is making of the West, including permanently abjuring
further enlargement of NATO and military support to Ukraine. He may not launch the invasion he has prepared,
but he is determined to use its threat along with his other tools of leverage to compel the West’s formal
recognition of Russia’s suzerainty over the former Soviet states. Nord Stream 2 is part of these efforts and always
has been. It is a threat to Europe’s security and to Ukraine’s independence. This pipeline will change the
geopolitical landscape in Europe for years to come. It is worth renewing the fight to prevent Nord Stream 2 from
starting operations.
The Nord Stream 2 (NS2) case is also an opportunity to re-examine the widely held but inaccurate belief that Putin
has no plan or strategy. The West’s Russia policy has for years ignored Moscow’s tactical advances until they became
strategic wins. The West has repeatedly passed by chances to impede Putin’s advances at acceptable costs, recognizing
Russia’s gains only when the costs of preventing them have become prohibitively high. The United States could have
generated better options to stop NS2 had it recognized the challenge the project posed earlier and focused more on
the issue.
The United States waived sanctions on Nord Stream 2 AG—the company responsible for the pipeline’s operation,
which is wholly owned by Russia‘s state gas giant, Gazprom—in May 2021.1 US officials asserted at the time that it
was already impossible to stop NS2 and that attempting to do so was not worth the price of damaging the USGerman relationship.2 The pipeline is completed but it still needs to pass European Union (EU) certification. A
German regulator temporarily halted the certification process for NS2 on November 16, citing the requirement for
Nord Stream 2 AG to form a German subsidiary company.3 A group of US senators proposed a legislative
amendment on November 8 to implement sanctions on NS2.4
German arguments in favor of the pipeline downplay the threat NS2 poses to German and European security
and the damage it will do to Ukraine. German officials argue that the pipeline will enhance the security of energy
supplies to Germany by providing another means of transportation in addition to the pipeline already coming
through Ukraine and Belarus.5 They also see NS2 as a key part of Germany’s efforts to phase out nuclear energy
and coal in pursuit of environmental goals and argue that Germany has the right to exercise its independent energy
policy.6
NS2 is unlikely to enhance the security of energy supplies to Europe, however. Existing pipelines provide sufficient
capacity for Russia to supply natural gas to Europe.7 NS2 will add capacity and redundancy, presumably letting
Germany reduce its use of coal, but it was never the only way to accomplish those goals. Had the US, Germany, and
the rest of Europe approached the challenges NS2 solves with a coherent policy that weighed NS2’s risks as well as
its promise earlier on, Germany and the US would not face the current dilemma.
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The German dismissal of NS2’s risks is based in part on accepting the Kremlin’s line that business is business and
not part of Putin’s machinations. But NS2 was never simply about business for the Kremlin. Rather, NS2 will allow
the Kremlin to bypass Ukraine—potentially eliminating gas transit via Ukraine completely and stripping Europe of
a major route. NS2 will also supply Russian gas directly to Germany, further increasing Russia’s energy leverage
over the country. Finally, the long-term geostrategic risks of empowering Putin by allowing NS2 discussed below
will likely outweigh whatever economic benefits and reliability advantages that Germany assesses it will get from
NS2.
The Kremlin continues to use energy as a weapon, and N2S will be no exception. The Kremlin’s information
operations have advanced the false narrative that “Russia’s business is just business” far enough that it is important
to restate that the Kremlin routinely uses energy policy to pressure other countries.8
Putin’s attempt to limit Moldova’s EU integration is a recent example of many. The Kremlin raised gas prices for
Moldova in October and threatened to cut off gas supplies. The Kremlin then reportedly offered to reduce gas
prices if Moldova amended its free trade agreement with the EU, postponed reforms required for further EU
integration, and paid a disputed debt to Gazprom.9 Russia and Moldova reached a gas deal at the end of October,
which Moldova’s President Maia Sandu defended.10 Moldova paid off the debt on November 26, 2021.11 The
Kremlin, however, indicated that it will continue using Russia’s energy leverage, as Gazprom stated on November
26 it fears future delinquent payments from Moldova.12
The Kremlin is using the ongoing energy crisis in Europe to force NS2’s certification. Putin could have increased
gas delivery to Europe amid soaring prices through existing infrastructure, but he chose not to.13 Instead, Putin
called on Germany to approve NS2, stating that Russia will use NS2 to “expand supplies” after the pipeline is
certified.14 This approach is energy blackmail, and the West must recognize it as such.
NS2 boosts Putin’s otherwise limited power. Putin has few sources of real power. Energy pipelines are one such
source.
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Boosting a major base of Putin’s otherwise limited power through the tacit endorsement of NS2 is contradictory to
the principle of long-term strategic competition with Russia outlined in the US National Defense Strategy.15
NS2 is more than an economic and political pressure tool; the pipeline will become another pillar of the
Kremlin’s asymmetric power projection.
The Kremlin’s asymmetric approach is based in part on its ability to amplify niche capabilities, such as energy sales,
via information operations, human networks, and coalitions.16
With Russian pipelines come Russian influence networks. The Kremlin has already established a network of people
who are economically dependent on NS2 and therefore have a vested interest in the pipeline’s success, which likely
has empowered NS2’s progress.17 The Kremlin will be able to further expand this network if the pipeline is
launched, as more German companies and individuals will become involved in it and dependent on it.
With Russian influence networks come information networks and operations. The Kremlin uses its influence
networks to spread Kremlin-friendly narratives. The Kremlin will be able to expand an information ecosystem
around NS2 and enhance Russia’s ability to shape perceptions in Europe for years to come. Russian NS2-dependent
human and information networks will be hard to weed out once they solidify.
Symbols have growing importance. NS2, if launched, will be a major and lasting symbolic win for the Kremlin.
The United States and Germany approached NS2 sanctions discussions without sufficient involvement from
Central and Eastern European states; this reinforced the Kremlin’s argument that Central and Eastern European
states have truncated sovereignty, one of Putin’s top informational goals.
NS2 is also a potential intelligence tool. The Kremlin might place surveillance capabilities along the pipeline.18
The Kremlin will leverage NS2 to drive divisions within and among the United States and its EU/NATO
partners—one of Putin’s longstanding objectives.
NS2 has already been a divisive issue within Europe and between the United States and its European partners.
European approval of NS2 was not unanimous: Central and Eastern European countries have largely opposed the
pipeline.19 The German rejection of these concerns has increased tensions within NATO.
The Kremlin will continue to leverage the pipeline to drive divisions but with newfound legitimacy and, if NS2 is
approved, in perpetuity. NS2 will aid the Kremlin’s efforts to create coalitions with Western European countries
at the expense of the agency of Central and Eastern European countries, the EU-US relationship, and NATO
cohesion.
NS2 will make both Germany and Europe more vulnerable—not more resilient—US partners, including in the
US competition with China.
The Biden Administration’s key expected benefit from waiving sanctions on NS2 is enhancing America’s
relationship with a key ally—Germany—an important and valid objective.
This benefit is overstated, however. German political leadership was not unanimous in supporting NS2. The Green
Party, which won 15 percent of the vote in recent elections, objected to NS2. The Green Party’s co-leader, Annalena
Baerbock, Germany’s next foreign minister, publicly opposed the Kremlin’s energy blackmail and NS2.20
NS2 is a clear, visible, and likely permanent increase in Putin’s effective strength and leverage. It is far from clear,
however, what concrete advantages the United States has gained from conceding this vital point to Berlin. The
Biden Administration would have done better to trade acceptance of NS2 for a German commitment to defend
NATO’s eastern flank as well as the independence of Ukraine—if the United States had to accept NS2 at all.
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NS2 poses a major risk to Ukraine. NS2 bypasses Ukraine, and its risks to Ukraine have been well discussed.21
Two additional considerations are worth highlighting.
First, Russia is likely setting up Ukraine for an energy crisis this winter. Gazprom reduced gas transit through
Ukraine several times this year.22 Russia temporarily halted coal supplies to Ukraine in October.23 Gazprom signed
a deal with Hungary that will further limit Russia’s gas transit through Ukraine.24 Belarus announced it suspended
electricity supply to Ukraine starting November 18, though Belarus reportedly resumed the supply on November
21.25 Ukraine also relies on Belarus for a significant portion of its oil imports, creating additional exposure to the
Kremlin’s pressure.26
High gas prices are already a source of societal and political tensions in Ukraine. The Kremlin might use this multifaceted energy pressure, which will be amplified by the launch of NS2, to sow instability in Ukraine.
Second, the NS2 launch will increase the probability of additional Russian military action against Ukraine.
Reducing Russia’s dependency on Ukraine for its gas transit reduces Ukraine’s checks on the Kremlin. Putin
prioritizes the NS2 pipeline, approval of which would be put at risk by an overt Russian military offensive into
Ukraine. That risk largely disappears once the pipeline is certified. Halting NS2 or delaying its certification into
the summer months of 2022, when Putin’s energy leverage is diminished, might decrease the chances of an overt
Russian invasion of Ukraine, or at least increase the costs of doing so.
The NS2 case is an opportunity to examine blind spots in the United States’ Russia policy.
1. The United States continues to ignore the Kremlin’s tactical activities until they become strategic gains. This
blind spot fundamentally stems from the United States viewing Putin as an opportunist.
Putin has, however, repeatedly shown that he is willing to pursue the same goal for years and accept temporary
setbacks to advance larger objectives—be it with NS2, Russia’s integration of Belarus, or the establishment of a
Russian naval base in Sudan.27 Putin has invested the time and effort of some of the Kremlin’s most senior
officials in NS2 over an extended period, indicating the project’s importance. This exertion should have been
an indicator for the United States and Germany early on that NS2 was more than an economic undertaking.
2. The United States continues to misunderstand how the Kremlin’s asymmetries work. Russia amplifies its few
limited anchors of power—such as energy sales—with information operations, coalitions, and human networks.
NS2 will likely be another perpetual anchor for Russia in the EU and a perpetual information win.
3. The United States continues to compartmentalize Russia’s activities, aiming to confront Russia on some issues
while engaging on others. NS2 has always been a geopolitical project focused on gaining additional leverage
over the EU and Ukraine. The economic benefits of Russia’s energy projects do matter to Putin, but even they
serve to support the overall stability of Putin’s regime.
Putin will exploit this continued compartmentalization. Specifically, Putin will use Washington’s focus on
decarbonization to advance Russia’s energy leverage and pitch Russia’s gas and nuclear power. The Kremlin has
already been setting information conditions for this play. Putin framed Russia as being a global leader in
decarbonization due to Russia’s gas and nuclear power generation in his November 18 speech to Russia’s Foreign
Affairs Ministry.28
The United States should reject “inevitability” when it comes to Russia. The NS2 completion may or may not
have been inevitable at the time President Biden took office. But if it was inevitable, that is because of the longstanding US failure to set conditions with US partners and allies against the Russian challenge.
The United States could have generated better options if its political leaders had settled on a sustained strategy and
engaged more closely with US partners in Europe. NS2 should not have become a point of contention between the
United States and Germany or a de facto bilateral US-Germany issue.
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The United States giving in on NS2 to strengthen ties with Germany, even as part of an effort to pivot NATO to a
China focus, is ineffective and counterproductive as it weakens commitments and trust within the alliance. US
policy must strengthen the entire NATO commitment to defend itself, including all its members, against the
continuing Russian threat. Stopping or delaying NS2 is a good place to start, even now.
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